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I. Introduction 

In the practice of electrical insulations very frequently we have to do 
with more or less inhomogeneous fields. The exact calculation of the field strength 
or electrical stress in such inhomogeneous fields is more or less complicated in 
most cases, consequently the common practice is to calculate the stress for the 
nearly homogeneous parts of the field and then to make corrections for the strongly 
inhomogeneous parts (edges, voids, etc). It seems ·'North while to investigate a 
fe·w such cases, ·whether it would be possible to reverse this procedure and to 
start ·with the dimensioning on these strongly inhomogeneous parts of the 
insulation. In the follo,ving we \vill try to investigate the possibilities for such 
a procedure for the embedded electrode ty-pe insulation. The problem of the 
dimensioning of the bushing type insulation has been dealt with in a former 

paper [lJ. 
We shall consider an insulation to he of the embedded electrode type if 

one electrode is in contact with only one kind of insulating material. Fig. 1 
shows this type and also the two other types of insulations: the mpporting 
and the bushing type. 

It is obvious that practically all fields are inhomogeneous, with exception 
of the field of two infinite parallel planes in a homogeneous material. It seems, 
however, useful to divide this ,vide variety of inhomogeneous fields in two groups. 
We propose to consider a field inhomogeneous in the first degree if a partial 
breakdown is not possible in it; therefore in this respect the field is more 
similar to the homogeneous field in which a partial breakdown is also impossible. 

These inhomogeneous fields in which a partial breakdown is possible, 
which are therefore "more inhomogeneous" belong, according to our proposal, 
to the second group: they are inhomogeneous in the second degree. 

It seems that insulations in air, in oil, etc. in which a partial breakdo"w"11 
could be tolerated for a short time, e. g. due to testing or to overvoltages, are 
in certain cases to be dimensioned differently from those in which a partial 
breakdown could not be allowed at all. 

It is obvious that we cannot tolerate partial breakdowl.l in a solid material, 
but this is not always the case in gas-filled voids of a solid material. If a partial 
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breakdown could be tolerated, then it 'were possible to carry out the dimension
ing in such a way, that at normal operating voltage no partial breakdo'wns 
should occur, but at testing or at overvoltages we allow such partial breakdowns 
in the form of glow discharges. 

After all these preparatory considerations ,v-e shall now try to investigate 
our problem in detail. It must be pointed out that we do not propose entirely 
new principles - the impossibility of such a task is quite obvious. We will 
only try to demonstrate in a few examples that the known principles could 
perhaps be used for dimensioning from a somewhat different point of view. 

We shall start with the embedded electrode type with only one insulating 
material. 

2. Embedded electrode type in homogeneous material 

This ty-pe of insulation is very frequently applied in gases, less frequently 
iu oil and seldom in solid material. 

2.1. Air and other gases 

Obviously the breakdown voltage of an insulation is always determined 
by the parts where the stress is maximum. In most cases this occurs on the edges 
of the electrodes. It is known from the work of Schwaiger [2] and others, that 

Fig. 

a) Embedded electrode type, b) Supporting type, c) Bushing type 

the edges can be considered in most important practical cases as parts of cylinders. 
Dreyfus [3] showed by using conformal transformation how the field of the 
"cylindrically rounded-off edge-plane" electrode arrangement can be calculated. 

Th ,Emax f ' fa, h F'" Th' fi Id' 1 'h e ratIO --- as a unctIOn 0 - IS S o'wn on Ig, L.. IS e IS ess ill omo-
E r v 

geneous than the "cylinder-plane" field (Fig. 3) with the same cylinder radius 
U 

r and electrode distance a, The ratio of Emax to Eaverage = is shown for both 
a 

cases in Fig. 4. Both these electrode arrangemcnts may be inhomogenous in 
a 

the first or in the second degree, dcpending on the ratio and on r. 
r 
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Table I 

Voltages and maximum dielectric stresses of partial (Vg: Egm) and total hreakdown 
(Ub; Ebrn) for cylinder.plane arrangement. (Sce Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.) 

1'= 0,'" mill (21' 0,8 Illm) 

a cm .. ~ ............. 0,2 0,37 
U g kV ............. 
Egmax kV/cm ....... 
Ub kV ................ 4.,0 5,5 
Ebmax kVjclll ....... 50 52 

1'= 1 Illnl (21' 2 mill) 

a cm " ......... 0,3 0,4-
Ug kV ••••••• 0, 

Egmax kVjcm .... 
Ub kV ......... 6,0 7,3 
Ebmax kV/cm .... 40 ·10,5 

Fig. 2/a 
Electrode arrangement 

0,625 

8,4· 
42 

1 

OA5 0,6 0,6.5 0,75 0,9 
7,·I. 7,8 8,3 

54,5 .55 ,::;5,5 
6 '1 ,~ 7,1 7,8 0,0 10,8 

55 56 57,2 62 71 

0,67 0,77 1,08 1,3 1,96 
n,1 12,3 13,2 15,6 
·16 44 ~1:4 44 

10,1 11,2 12,8 14,8 24,8 
43,5 ·16,5 48 49 69 

fO 20 30 40 50 Q 
r 

Fig. 2Jb 
Emax 

as function of all' --y 

Table I sho'\I"5 for the "cylinder-plane" arrangement that for the value 
of r = 0,04 cm the field is inhomogeneous in the first degree for distances Cl 

smaller than 0,6 cm, and for r = 0,1 cm for distances smaller than 0,7 cm. If the 
distances are greater than these values, a partial breakdown \"ill occur, the 
field is inhomogeneous in the second degree. 

It should be here mentioned, that especially if r is small, of the Ol'der of 
10-1 cm, it is worth while taking into consideration, that the hreakdown 
strength of gases (and also of liquids) d~pends on r. This can he expressed e. g. 
for air by the Peek formula (also see our values given in Table I and Fig. 5). 

1* 

7 
Eo = 21 + r= kVjcm. 

}r 

We shall demonstrate our statement on a few examples. 

(1) 
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As is well-known, the maximum field strength for the "cylinder-plane" 
arrangement can be expressed by 

U 
Emax = --::7=::=====----

a 2r 
(2) 

rIn ~r========~-
a 

or if r ~ a, by 

u U En1ax '?::3 ------- "-' ---:--

1 
2(a+r) 2a 

r n -'----'- rln --
(3) 

r r 

~P 
.a 

Fig. 3 
Cylinder plane eleetrode arrangement 

2L..-----_~ _____ ....:..____' 
2 3 I 5 

Fig. 4 

1 Emax f d curve ~ or the electro e arrangement 
'ay cylinder-plane 

curve 2 the same for the electrode arran
gement cylindricaIIy rounded off edge-plane 

2 6 d fO 12 /4 /6 18 a tnm 

Fig. 5 
Y oltages for partial (2; 2') and total 
hreakdown (1: 1') as function of a with 
:2 r = as parameter in cylinder-plane 

arrangement 

Obviously, we must dimension in such a way, that Em""" will be smaller 
then Eo. If Emax = kEb, where 0 < k < 1, then the distance needed is 

u 
a = .!-.- ekEbr • 

2 
(4) 

From this formula one sees that 'we get a smaller distance a if we take 
into account that Eo is not constant and depends on r as given in the Peek 
formula. 
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A numerical example gives, if U = 86 k V (test voltage for 35 k V operat
ing line voltage), r = 0,3 cm 

a1 = 105 cm with Erna.x = Eo = const = 21 kVjcm. 

7 
a~ = 8,9.102 cm with Ernax = Eo = 21 + = 33,9kVjcm. 

r 

These results prove that if we will not permit a partial breakdown even 
at the test voltage of 86 k V, ·we canllot use electrodes with so small a radius. 

35 
The distances needed for the normal operating voltage to earth ~ 

~J 20 k Y are only 

a = 3,6 cm (with Ea = con5't = 21 kV/em) 

a' = 1,1 cm (with Eo 21 \~; = 33,9 kVjem). 

If on the contrary we allow partial hreakdown at the test voltage, the 
distance needed (which is much greater than 1,1 cm, but much smaller than 
8,9. 102 cm) can he experimentally determined. If this should not he known 
from experiments, we may calculate the maximum distance needed from the 
formula giving the experimental values for the electrode arrangement "point
plane" 'which is certainly more inhomogeneous than our electrode arrangement 
"cylinder-plane" . 

The distance needed will he according to the formula 

3,5 a 10 kV [4J 

3,5 
(5) 

This gives us m OUT paTtieular case 

a = 21,2 em. 

If we make the distanee a > 21,2 cm, it is certain that we '\vill have no 
discharges at the normal operating voltage and no total hreakdown at the 
test voltage. 

We see that hy permitting partial hreakdown ahove the operating voltage 
we may also get reasonable dimensions for so small a radius as r = 0,3 cm. 

We may calculate the voltage by which the partial hreakdown occurs 
from formula (3) : 

2 a 2·21,2 
U = rEbln-= 0,3· 33,9 In = 51 kV. 

r 0,3 
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We have seen that if 'we substitute the electrode 'with edges of a radius r 
hy a cylinder of the same radius, ,ve can get the dimensions needed from the 
known formulae of electrostatics and from the experimental results for the 
function Eo =f(r). We will see, however, that by this substitution we have 
introduced too severe conditions, consequently we get too great distances. 

fv1O] 
cm gO 

80 

70 

60 

50 

'to 

30 

20 

iD 

0 
0,05 0,1 

rem 

Fig. 6 
1. Breakdown dielectric stress as fnnc
tion of r for air in cylinder-plane arran
gement on the surface of the cylinder 

electrodes 
~, 3, and 4. Emax for U = 30, 100 and 
~OO kY, a 50 cm 2" 3' and ,1' E m1x for 
[T = 30, 100 and 200 kY, a = 100 cm 

U

I 350 

30D 

25D 

15D 

fOO 

50 

5 10 /5 20 25 30 a 

Fig. 7 
Breakdown volt ages as fnnction of a with 7" 

as parameter 

Now let us consider the electrode arrangement "cylindrically rounded-
off edge-plane". We find from Fig. 2b graphically for 86 kY, r 0,3 cm 

az = 14,5 cm for Eb = const 21 kV/cm 

'"! 

a.: 7,3 cm for Eb 21 , k -- =~ 33,9 -Y fcm . 
r 

It can be seen that for this electrode arrangement we do not even get a 
partial breakdown at a test voltage of 86 k V and a distance of 7,3 cm. 

It must be mentioned, however, that the plane parts of the electrodes 
should not be too small, because the diagram given is exactly valid only if the 
plane parts are infinite. 

The dimensioning may be facilitated with graphs of various kinds. 'Ve will 
show only two, as examples. On Fig. 6, curve 1 shows Eo as a function of r, 
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eurves 2, 3 and 4 Emax as a function of r "\vith a and U as parameters. The inter
section of the curves 2, 3 and 4 with 1 determines the minimum permissible 
T for the given conditions. On Fig. 7 we show curves U = f(a) with r as para
meter for the electrode arrangement "rounded-off edge-plane". 

Both kinds of graphs give the initial discharge voltages or initial field 
strengths. If we do not permit partial breakdown, we may carry out the dim en
sioning with such graphs, taking the test voltage as a basis. 

If the distances we get in such a way are too great, we have two alter-
natives. 

1. We may choosc a greater value of r 

2. we may permit partial breakdown above the normal operating voltage. 
In the latter case we must have experimental values which give the total 

Fig. 8 
Electrode arrangement two concentric cylinders with two dielectrics 

breakdown voltage for the given conditions. As we have already seen, the maxi
mum of the distance needed to avoid total breakdown may be calculated from 
the formula for the "point-plane" arrangement. 

2.2. Oils and other liquids 

The methods may be used in the samc way as for gases, but one must 
<consider that the function Eb = f (r) is not always as well-known as in the 
ease of air. Another difficulty is that in liquids the distances are much smaller, 
therefore. it cannot always be supposed that El> is only a function of r. 

2.3. Solid materials 

The methods of calculation may be the same, but it must be taken into 
account that in solid materials a partial breakdown could not be permitted 
even at the highest voltage which may occur. 

A practical difficulty further lies in the fact that we have comparatively 
few reliable results of the function Eo = f(r) for solid materials. Therefore it 
seems to be, for the time being, the best procedure to calculate with a value 
of Eo valid for nearly homogeneous fields. If we proceed in this way, the error 
,vill lie in the direction of safety. 

The distance needed for a given rand U may be determined by calculation 
{)l' by graphical methods. In most cases wc may consider the edges as "cylinder-
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plane" or as "cylindrically rounded-off edge-plane" and we always have to 
take for basis the highest possible voltage, because a partial breakdown can
not be tolerated. 

3. Embedded electrode type insulation with two or more insulating materials 

3.1. Electrode coverings 

It is a 'well-kno'wn fact that we can considerably diminish the distances 
needed in ail' or in oil if we use on the edges of the electrodes a covering of 
solid insulating material. One might think that the insulating material used 
as a covering ought to have a great permittivity. However, this supposition 
is wrong if v.re apply the covering in order to diminish the electrical stress (field 
strength) in om gaseous or liquid insulating material. It is not diffcult to demon
strate our statement if we substitute, e. g., our electrode arrangement "cylinder
plane" by the electrode arrangement "two concentric cylinders" (Fig. 8), which 
gives, as is well-known, a somewhat greater stress than the "cylinder-plane" 
arrangement of same distance R-r1 and same voltage U. 

The maximum stresses are in both cases 

(7) 

and 
U 

E~,ax = -~ .~.. _. --~ ... 

1'1 III 

U U iR ;~ ~~~-·~r-.-----:~<E!11ax. 

T11n 1'1 (In In 2 ) 
1'1 1'1 

(8) 

Then, taken from a well-kno'NIl formula of elementary electrostatics, the 
maximum stresses on the surface of the inner electrode of radius 1"1 and OIl the 
surface of the covering of radius 1'2 and permittivity 81 are: 

U 
E1max =--

c2 
(9) 

1'1 82 1n 
r1 T2 

and 

E zmax == 
U 

(10) 
1"2 1'0 

82In-~ 

r1 1'2 

or 
U 1 

(10) E 2max =-
1'2 82 r2 I 

-In-Tln-
81 r1 1'2 
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Obviously, Ezmax diminishes if S diminishes. Therefore, we should use for the 
covering a material 'with as small a permittivity S (and as great a breakdown 
strength) as possible. 

We will now consider a numerical example. Let Tl be 0,3 cm as in a pre
vious example (page 5), 

7 
U = 86 kV, Eo = Emax = 21 + rr kV/cm. 

Then 'we get for R, if we use no covering 

R = 1470 cm. (12) 

With a covering of 0,3 CIll thickness and Cl = 2 

R = 45,7 cm (13) 

and 'with a covering of 0,7 cm thickness and Cl = :2 

R = 11,8 CIll. (14) 

If the permittivity of the solid insulating material is Cl = 4, then we get for 
R the values 

R~,3 = 54,3 CIll (15) 
and 

R~,7 = 16 cm. (16) 

It is to be seen that R \\ill be greater if the permittivity El increases. 
The calculation for, e. g., the "rounded-off edge-plane" electrode arrange

ment is somewhat involved, so that we will not consider it here. It is obvious, 
however, that for such arrangements it will also be advantageous to use a 
covering ,dth as small a permittivity as possible. 

3.2. Gas-filled voids 

Now we will consider another problem, that of the voids in a solid insulat
ing material. The field in a solid insulating material ",-1.th gas- or oil-filled voids 
js also inhomogeneous between parallel plate electrodes. If the thickness of the 
void is comparatively small, then we can take for the field strength in the void 

U E v=----- (17) 
av 
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-where av and as are the thicknesses of the voids resp. of the solid insulating 
material, SII and Ss the relative permittivities, U the voltage. a = all + as 

is the total distance of the electrodes. It is obvious that in nearly homogeneous 
fields Ev remains the same, if instead of one void ,dth a thickness all we have 

I a" (. ) n voids with thicknesses av = n' Flgs. 9, 10 

U 
Ev=------

I ! Cv 
(18) 

nav i-as 
Ss 

Fig. 9 Fig. 10 

! n'. 

i 

Solid material and one void between 
parallel-plate electrodes 

Solid material and four voids. with 
the same resultant thickness as in Fig. 9. 

The maximum value of Ev is certainly less than 

E'--~ 
V - Cv 

-a 
Ss 

(19) 

because we get this value if the total thickness of the voids tends towards zero. 
Taking , .. -ithout great error Sv """ 1, we get 

E E ' ssU 
vrnax::::; v =-

a 
(20) 

that is ss-times as much as if the gap were filled with gas or solid material alone. 
At first sight therefore it seems that thin voids are very dangerous, because 

the stress is very high in them. If, e. g., Ss = 4 (bakelite plate or pressboard), 
a = 1 cm, U = 40 kV, then 

a field strength which surpasses the 21 k V/cm commonly used as hreakdo\\-n 
strength for air nearlv 8 times. 
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This problem is ycry important for all insulations where laminated materials 
are used. It is yery interesting, ho'weyer, that the experiences arrived at ,\ith 
such kinds of insulation are not as bad as might be expected from preyious 
considerations. 

We can explain this, if we take into account that the breakdown strength 
of air in yery thin layers is, as is well-known, much higher than 21 kVjcm, 
according to Paschen's la1N (see Fig. 11) ~ 300 V is minimum voltage which 
can cause a breakdown in air. Fig. 11 sho'ws that this minimum lies at 0,57 

-to 
i I I I ! 

I 

5 ! 

i i 
i 

I I j I y 
2 ! ] 

i 
I i I V' 10ft I 

I I 1 I 
, 

/i 5 
I , 

i I I /' I 
2 

! 

1rC ! ! I V I I , 

,Cl 

• 

/1 . 

• 

: 
5--.. ~ 

i I I ! 
i i 1- 1 I 

62 I I I I I ! i 
10.12 5 f 2 5 fa 2 5 102 2 5 1rf3 

pd [TOff. crrJ 

Fig. 11 
Paschen's Law. Breakdown voltage for air as a function of 1" d 

Torr cm, which for 1 at = 760 Torr giyes 0,75 . 10-3 cm. Eb under :mch con
ditions is 

Eo= 
0,3kY 

0,75 . 10-3 cm 
400 kV/cm! (21) 

We may express this result as follows: 
The condition for a breakdo,m in air is 

0.3 kY. (22) 

If Eva;, < 0,3 k Y. a breakdown III the yoid IS impossible. According to 
formula (18), 

U Ev = - -------.-.-
c,' (23) 

or 

(24) 
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We may now calculate the maximum of void thickness which is per
missible if we want to avoid breakdown in the void. If we neglect na~ "with 

c U 
respect to -vas, then as ~ a, - ~ E s, the field strength in the solid material 

cs a 
for the case of Cv ~ 1 

Cs U a~ < 0,3 k Y, (25) 
a 

or ssEsa~ 0,3 kY, (26) 

01' Esa~ <~-. (27) 
Ss 

The maximum permissible value of a~ is then 

a~ 
0,3 

(28) 

Thus a~ diminishes if Es and Ss increase. That means that ·we can avoid 
breakdown in the voids if we choose a lo·w value for Es. This result is well
known, but from formula (28) we may calculate the maximum permissible 
value of Es as being 

0.3 
ESl11ax=-'- • 

a~ Ss 
(29) 

As an example we may consider an impregnated paper insulation wi.th 
Cs = 4. a~ is the thickness of one single paper layer. 

In this particular case Es l11ax 
0,075 

If a~ = 10 -3 cm then 
E sl11ax = 7SkV/cm. 

It is interesting to note that the number of the voids seems to be irreievant~ 
only the thickness of the individual void is essential. 

One might think that from this we can draw the paradox conclusion that 
an insulation in which there are practically only voids ·would be very advantage
ous, because the breakdown strength would then be the value calculated from 
Paschen's law. 

However, it is not difficult to show that this conclusion is erroneous. 
The field strength in the solid material is 

(30) 
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<or, with Cv = 1, 
V 

Es=-----
csn a~ + as 

(31) 

Let the overall thickness of the solid material decrease towards zero 
(which is naturally only an approximation, as may be very small but not zero), 
then "with na~ = a we get 

(32) 

because now na~ """ a and obviously E;;$; Ebs , "where Ebs is the breakdown 
-strength of the solid insulating material. 

Thence 

V 
--<Ebs 
csa 

(33) 

-or "with U = E, the overall pellnissiJ)le field strength of the whole arrangement 
a 

'W-iJ.l be 
E (34) 

In the present paper we have not considered the bushing type insulation, 
but we wish to remark that its efficiency, as already shown in a previous paper, 
is very poor indeed. E. g. for a distance of 80 mm and the electrode arrangement 
"l'olillded-off edge-plane" with r = 0,3 cm, we ex-perimentally got a bl'eakdown 
voltage of 83 kV in ail'. If the gap bet"ween the electl'Odes was filled "with bakelite 
plates (c = 4,5) of an overall thickness of 80 mm, then we got partial bl'eakdo"\m 
(glow discharges) at ~ 10,5 kV, according to the formula 

Vb = 8,1 ( : f45 (Kappelel'). 

4. Conclusions 

We have seen that it seems advantageous to start the dimensioning 
calculations by evaluating the dimensions needed on the edges of the electrodes, 
by using the pioneer works of Schwaiger and of Dreyfus. The electrodes may 
be substhuted by electl'ode arrangements "cylinder-plane" of "cylindrically 
rounded-off edge-plane". It is worth taking into account the dependence of 
Eb on the l'adius r. It seems very useful to detel'mine the function Eb = f(r) 
fol' the liquid and solid insulating matel'ials most frequently used, and it also 
seems that voids, if thin enough, are not as dangerous as one might suppose. 
The pel'missibIe stress in the solid m atel'i aI, as a function of void thickness, 
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may be easily calculated. With coverings of solid insulating material ·we are able 
to diminish the distances needed considerably, if the permittivity of the solid 
insulating material is small enough and if it has a sufficiently great electric 
strength. 

Summary 

It is proposed in the paper to start by the dimensioning already with the calculation 
on the most inhomogeneous parts of the field (on the edges) on the voids etc. As it is known •. 
the edges can he regarded in most cases as cylindrical electrodes. The principles are demonstrated 
on the most frecruently occuring practical cases (calculation of the distances needed, the per
missible dimensions of voids, dimensions of coverings). It is show11, that it is worth while to take 
into consideration that the dielectric strength of air and oil depends on the electrode radius, and 
that it may be useful to use for coverings materials with as Iowa permittivity as possible. 
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